
Partner with the Industry Leader in Compliance and 
Risk Management 

Recognized by healthcare providers as the industry leader 
in Compliance and Risk Management solutions for four 
consecutive years, Clearwater delivers the expertise and 
capabilities you need. 

Cyber Risk Management as a Service offers a more effective, 
efficient and HIPAA compliant approach to information risk 
management by replacing point-time assessments with an 
on-going, integrated program for analyzing, responding to and 
monitoring risks to the confidentiality, integrity and availability 
of electronic protected health information (ePHI).

Based on NIST standards, Cyber Risk Management as a 
Service was designed not only to meet the expectations of the 
Office for Civil Rights, but also to give healthcare providers 
an edge to when it comes to identifying and responding 
to cybersecurity risks. By transforming risk analysis and 
risk management from a project to a program, you can be 
confident you are implementing and monitoring the most 
optimal security measures to mitigate your highest risks.

Cyber Risk Management as a Service™ combines industry 
proven IRM|Pro® Software as a Service (SaaS) with a 
knowledgeable team of certified healthcare cybersecurity 
and HIPAA experts, to deliver all components of an OCR-
Quality® cyber risk management program. Through on-
going engagement with your team, Clearwater integrates 
and delivers each of these components as a managed 
service, creating efficiencies, and passing these savings 
and other benefits on to your organization.

A More Effective, Efficient and 
HIPAA Compliant Approach to Cyber 
Risk Management

Cybersecurity and HIPAA Compliance Managed Services Program

Program Benefits

• Meet Promoting Interoperability Risk Analysis 
Requirements and OCR’s Guidance for Performing Risk 
Analysis 

• Higher level of engagement with lower intensity (bi-
monthly, monthly or quarterly) 

• Up to date, on-going risk analysis as systems change or 
new systems are added 

• Meet non-technical (NTE) and technical evaluation (TE) 
requirements of HIPAA 

• Provide insight into progress towards implementation of 
HITRUST or other certifications 

• Provide risk and compliance information for management 
decision making 

• Address all the lessons learned from previous 
engagement and new requirements 

• Your organization distinguished as a leader in keeping 
protected health information secure

Cyber Risk Management as a Service



See what Clearwater can do for you.
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clearwatercompliance.com 
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Cyber Risk Management as a Service includes the following components derived from NIST 800-39:

• Frame: We help you identify and document the set of assumptions, constraints, risk tolerances, and priorities/
trade-offs that will shape your approach to managing risk. 

• Assess: On an ongoing basis we identify, prioritize, and analyze risk to your organization resulting from the 
operation and use of in scope information systems. Additionally, we evaluate and measure your baseline 
cybersecurity program and measure improvement and maturity over time. 

• Respond: We assist you in identifying, evaluating, deciding on, and implementing appropriate courses of action 
to accept, avoid, mitigate, share, or transfer risk to your organization resulting from the operation and use of 
information systems.  

• Monitor: We monitor your organization’s information systems and environments of operation on an ongoing 
basis to verify compliance and determine effectiveness of security safeguards, using technical and non-technical 
assessments.

The managed service program is designed to support your strategic goals as it:

• Establishes a reasonable and appropriate cadence of risk analysis based on asset importance 

• Provides a more accurate view of your current cybersecurity risks  

• Ensures by-the-book adherence to critical HIPAA compliance requirements, including on-going risk analysis and 
risk management 

• Is an enabler, rather than obstacle, to business growth 

• Is best-in-class, yet affordable and efficient 

• Reduces disruption and complexity caused by point-in time assessment projects


